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Malignant pleural effusion (MPE) is a common clinical problem, affecting around 15% of those with cancer, 1 equating to at least 250,000 people each year in the UK and US combined.2 The resultant breathlessness it causes can impact on the quality of life of those with advanced malignancy and necessitate repeated invasive procedures to manage their symptoms.  The growing number of potential management strategies, including indwelling pleural catheters (IPC), pleurodesis via a chest drain, thoracoscopic delivery of sclerosant and an increasing number of potential pleurodesis agents, has led clinicians to question what the optimal treatment is for this condition.
We performed a multiple interventions systematic review, meta-analyses and network meta-analyses (NMA) to compare alternative management strategies. NMA provides estimates of the relative effects of each pair of interventions in a connected network, including those that have not been directly compared. 

METHODS 
Full details of the methods are reported in the original Cochrane publication.3 Briefly, we systematically reviewed the literature up to May 2015 to identify randomised controlled trials (RCT) comparing the use of two or more interventions (types of sclerosant, mode of administration, or IPC use) in adults with symptomatic MPE. Our primary outcome was pleurodesis failure rate, defined as re-accumulation of fluid. We also assessed differences in patient reported outcomes and adverse effects. Two reviewers independently extracted data from the eligible RCTs and completed the Cochrane Risk of Bias Tool.




Our search identified 1888 records, from which 62 eligible RCTs were identified for inclusion in this review. These trials included 3428 patients in total, randomised between 1977 and 2015. Most were small (only five trials presenting data for > 100 patients). The majority (39/62) compared alternative sclerosants.  The most studied agent was Talc, followed by Bleomycin and Tetracycline. Some studies compared different methods to obtain a pleurodesis (chest drain / thoracoscopy / IPC), while others compared specific aspects of pleurodesis technique, such as chest drain size, duration of drainage or dose of sclerosant. Several methodological differences between studies were identified; for example, pleurodesis failure was measured in a variety of ways (e.g. need for repeat intervention versus radiological appearances) or at different follow-up time points.
All studies were assessed to be at high or unclear risk of bias for at least one domain of the Cochrane risk of bias tool. In particular, blinding of participants or personnel was often not possible. 37/62 RCTs included in the study were high risk of bias for 2 or more of the 7 risk of bias domains.
Main effects of the intervention
Direct evidence on pleurodesis failure rates was available from two or more RCTs for 8 pairwise comparisons, and one RCT for 24 comparisons. There was statistical evidence for several differences in pleurodesis effectiveness (see the original Cochrane publication). Heterogeneity between studies making the same comparison was generally low.
Figure 1A shows the connected network of evidence on pleurodesis failure. 41 RCTs examining 16 interventions were included in the NMA. Estimated ORs for each of the 120 pairwise comparisons are shown in the online appendix. The estimated ranks in Figure 1B provide a summary of this more detailed information. The wide Cr-Is indicate considerable uncertainty about relative ranks. However, Talc poudrage appeared to perform relatively well, with an estimated rank of 2nd of 16 (95% Cr-I 1st to 5th), and statistically strong evidence to support it being more effective than Bleomycin, Tetracycline, IFN, IPC, Placebo, Mustine, Mitoxantrone and Doxycycline (online appendix). 
There was also good evidence that Talc slurry (ranked 4th of 16 (95% Cr-I 2 to 8)) was more effective than Tetracycline, Placebo, Mustine and Mitoxantrone, and some evidence of it being superior to Bleomycin. Talc poudrage was estimated to be more successful than Talc slurry, but the evidence was inconclusive (OR for pleurodesis failure = 0.42, 95% Cr-I 0.13 to 1.19). 
Although Viscum might be noted to have a higher estimated rank than Talc slurry, the Cr-I for this was too wide to be meaningful (rank 2, 95% Cr-I 1 to 12), which is a consequence of extremely sparse evidence regarding its use. There was evidence that placebo (ranked 15th of 16, 95% Cr-I 11 to 16), Mitoxantrone (14th, 95% Cr-I 9 to 16) and, to a lesser extent, Mustine (13th, 95% Cr-I 7 to 16) performed relatively poorly. 
There was considerable statistical heterogeneity across the network, with a between-studies standard deviation (SD) of 0.88 (95% Cr-I 0.42 to 1.48). This estimate was reduced in a sensitivity analysis in which studies assessed to be at high risk of bias for two or more domains were excluded, although the Cr-Is overlapped, indicating uncertainty about this.
We also performed an NMA for pain (17 RCTs, 9 treatments), fever (23 RCTs, 11 treatments) and mortality (20 RCTs, 12 treatments). The pain and mortality networks were sparse, leading to imprecise results and little statistical evidence for any differences between interventions.  Analysis suggested that Corynebacterium parvum (rank = 11th of 11, 95% Cr-I 7 to 11) and Mepacrine (rank = 10th, 95% Cr-I 6 to 11) might lead to relatively more fever than other treatments, and placebo the least (rank = 1st, 95% Cr-I 1 to 7). However there was again considerable heterogeneity in this network.
For other important patient-centred outcomes, such as breathlessness, quality of life, length of hospital stay and patient acceptability, there was insufficient data to perform NMA. These outcomes were inconsistently reported and measured using a variety of tools. 
Full results are available in the original Cochrane review.3

DISCUSSION
This is the largest systematic review to date of evidence for interventions in malignant pleural effusion, and the first to include network meta-analyses. 
We found that Talc poudrage performed relatively well in terms of pleurodesis success rate and was better than a number of alternatives, such as Bleomycin and Tetracycline. However, the evidence was less conclusive when comparing it to other commonly used methods, such as Talc Slurry or Doxycycline.  There was a large amount of uncertainty about the performance of several other interventions due to a sparsity of evidence. Both statistical and clinical heterogeneity across studies was also large. Results were relatively robust to exclusion of sets of studies such as those at higher risk of bias, but it was not feasible to explore the impact of some other variables, such as dose. Other potential reasons for heterogeneity might include varying tumour subtypes, differing definitions of pleurodesis failure and the high risk of bias of many of the studies. 
A key assumption of NMA is the consistency of direct and indirect evidence for each comparison. We used approaches described by Dias et al to test this assumption.4 Although there was no evidence of ‘global’ (overall) inconsistency across the network, we found evidence of inconsistencies in some specific parts of the network: the Talc slurry vs Bleomycin vs Talc poudrage and Talc slurry vs Bleomycin vs Mepacrine loops. We were unable to explain these inconsistencies using reported study characteristics, although our attempts to do so were limited by the small number of studies per direct comparison. 
The available data for many other clinically important outcomes, such as quality of life, length of hospital stay and symptom control were lacking in many of the included studies, precluding formal statistical analysis. 





a: Network plot of the pleurodesis efficacy network. The nodes are weighted according to the number of patients randomised to the intervention. The edges (line thicknesses) are weighted according to the number of studies included in each comparison.
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